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INTRODUCTION.
T h e concept underlying the polar effects of substituent groups in
the benzene ring has been based partly on the dissociation constants
of the substituted benzoic acids. The effect of 013 substitution in
benzoic acid and in phenols, has been studied by various methods.
Kohlrausch and Stockmair (Monatsciz, 1935, 66, 316) while studying
the Ramnn spectrum of hydroxy substituted benzoic acid esters, found
that the presence of O H in 01-tho-, meta- and para-positions affects
the CO frequency, and the order of influence is the same in
w-hich the substituent increases the dissociation constants of the acids.
Recently Wulf and Liddel ( l o u r . Anzer. Ckenz. Soc.. 1935, 57, 1464)
have meamred infra-red spectra of mono. di- and tri-hydrosy
benzenes, and observe that catechol and pyrogallol show double peaks,
while the rest of the phenols show only single peaks. Pauling
(Ibid., 1936, 58, 91) and later Wulf, Liddel and Hendricks (Ibid.,
1936, 58, 2287) have explained these peaks on rhe assumption of cis
and trans positions of two O H groups in catechol and pyrogallol.
T h e other phenols have both the OH groups in cis-cis or tram-trans
positions. The effect of substitution of various other groups on the
infra-red spectra has been studied, but little attention has been paid
to the mutual effect of hydroxyl and carboxyl groups in various positions in substituted phenols.
I t has been known for a long time that the dissociation constants
of carboxylic acids are influenced by the polar characters of the substituent groups. T h e extensive work of Ostwald has shown that
the substituents may either increase or decrease the strength of
carboxylic acids. Derik (Ibid., 1911, 33, 1152) has expressed the
action of substituent groups as a logarithmic function of dissociation
constants (log K ) of the substituted acids. Walters (Plzil. Mag.,
1929, 8, 436) was the first to correlate the values of dissociation
constants of a number of substituted benzonic acids X-C,H,COOH

with the dipole moment of the corresponding substituted benzene
X-C,:I-I,. H e suggesled that in the abseilcc of the comi)lic:~tioils arising
from factors such a s electronic and steric effects. Ion ;1 is a linear
function of the dipole moment. Recently Nathan and Watsoll
(Jozw. Chcm. Soc., 1933, 893) have derived an cquation c o n n e c t i ~ i ~
the dissociation constans of substiti.itec1 acetic acids with the dipole
moment of appropriate methane derivative S-Cf-I:,. T h e 1)ossibilit)of a similar relationship i ~ zthe aromatic acicls \\.:is considered by
Nathan and later by Dippy Williains antl co-win-lx~s ( . / o I I ~I'iiriii.
.
S o c . , 1931, 161, 1888:193.5. 343, 346); 1'13c~,011: 1937, 1008) who
fomntl that, :r c;traig-lit line relationsl~il)~ . s i s t i l)cl\\wn the tlissc,ciation consiants of the substitutecl acids antl the tlillole inonlent of
corresponding substituted benzcne.
T h e first dissociation constants f o r ihc various :tciils antl phenols have been obtained previously jrJ'hicl and Kocrner, Z. Physik
CJzem., 1908, 6 3 , 731, 743) by the ci1ncltlcti\4ty nlet-hod, using
Ostwald's classical f o r ~ n u l af o r deducing the cc:nstants. I t mas necessary to obtain the value o f the dissociation constants more acurately.
I n this inv*siixation, the first and second therlno-tlynamic;~I ilissociation constants of varic~usortlio-. I I I C ~ U -antl ptrrrr-suhsiitutctl hytlrosy
benzoic acids and tli- antl tri-hydroxy henzcncs have hcen tneasured
from the potentionletric titration data, nl:iliing- col-1-cctions for the
interionic attraction, with the Itell) (IC 13ehqc-FI~ckelecluatim.

EXPERIMENTAL.
Titration cell used was the same a s described previi~usly (This
Jozriinl, 1038, 21A, 3 1 5 ) . I t was I q ) t in L: waie~--batlln~aintainetl
at a constant teml)er.ature at. 30". I'ul-c o-hytlrory l x n m i c acid
(m.1:. 159"). m-hydroxy benzoic acitl (1n.p 2 0 0 . X o ) , phydroxy
bcnzoic acid (1n.p. 213"-7"), gallic acitl ( n1.p. 239" ), catcchol
(m.p. 10.i0), resvrcinol (rn.p. 1t o 0 ) , hytli-ocpinone ( 111.1'. 1 7 0 . 3 " ),
pyrocallo! ( r n . p 132 . 9"-133.3 j and phloroglttcini~l jrn.l,. 110" ) Tiwe
used.

Standard alkali solution was prepared from pure siitlium taking
all precautions to exclude carbon dioxide.
T h e p H was calculated from the observed E.M.F. by the use of
E&S - E,,,
the formula
.0601
at 30" C. : the junction potential be in^ very
small was, neglected.
1938, ZlA, 373.)

(C'f. Abichandani and Jatkar, T h i s .7ozw11al,
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COXSTANTS.
-5 dibasic acid clissociates in the following manner,
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and from thc law of mass action the two dissociation constants are
given by

The above equations involve the terms a the activity. f the practical activity coefficient and c the concentrations in moles per litre,
while the Guldberg and Waage's original equation only involved the
term c. Both experimental and theoretical observations have shown
that mass law relation is given by activity rather than by concentration
iactors. The value of rhe activity coefficient f can be calculated from
Debpe and Huckei (Phys. Z., 1923, 24, 185, 305, 334) theory, which
gives it as a function of concentration,

where D is dielectric constant of solvent, T is absolute temperature,
= ionic charge, 2.954 XIOB is the numerical product of Boltzman
constant and the electronic charge, and D has the value 78.54. All
these terms being constant, are grouped under one constant A.
Gugqenheirn (Jaw. P h p . Clzem., 1934. 38, 533) has treated the
electrolytes as though they have equal ionic parameters and modified
the above equation: according to him

Z

and for concentrated solutions

where term 13 is a constant called the 'salt coefficient' and arises from
the repulsive forces between ions in concentrated solutions (Hhckel,
Phys. Z., 1925, 26, 9 3 ) . In our case, however, the term involving
p wiil be dropped, as the concentrations used are very low and the salt
coefficient is very small. Upon substitutina the equation (V) for

activity coefficients in equations ( I ) and (TI), 'taking f;,?,, and f,
(in very dilute solutions) as unity, we get
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where Kf and I<; are t h e r n ~ o d ~ n a n ~ i c1issoci:ltion
cal
constants in pure
water.
F o r the calculation of dissociation constants, the various ionic concentrations have been calculated from their stoichiomctrical concentrations. I n Table I for each acid, the values of moles of NaOH
per mole of acid and the stoichiometrical concentrations of added
alkali (equivalent concentration of sodium salts = J ) , total acid,
unneutralized acid, mono sodium salt and di-salt, are given. Tf M
represents the stoichiometrical concentration and c the ionic concentrations, the following- relationships hold g-ooil betwccn the various
cluantiti~s,throug-hout the titration. F o r the first half of titration,
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'I'hese relations hold good f o r each acid group when treated independently of the dissociation of other acid groups. I n the cases where
overlapping of the two groups occur and both of them titrate simultaneously over a particular range, the above relations do not hold good.
I t is seen from the results for phloroglucinol, and also fiotn the
dibasic acids studied by us previously (This .Toztr~zal, 21A, 373-84)
that the range over which the overlapping- of two groups occurs,
clepends on the ratio Kl/K2, the range increasing with decreasing
ratio and is shown by the fact that the calculated values for dissociation
constants in this region vary enormously. This variation is due to

the formation of tli-salt before the first group is completely neutralized. T o calculate the ionic concentration in this region, the value
f o r each ion is solved by taking into account the formation of di-salt;
( B y t o n , 1-iainmer and Acree, J o z ~ r .B w e m of Stamfnrds, 1936. 16,

573 ').
z ,
1hc ecluationM~.ofi-tC~
==CHA~
-: ~ C expresses
A ~
the s o l ~ ~ t i oneutran
t C.4"- ~ - C H=
A M~H 3 . L n dur tu the conservation of mass.
lity, and CH:A~
Solving- these two sir~~ultancously
with equations ( I ) and (!I), we
get the ionic concentration of di-salt as

T h e average values of Ii:and I<: in the region xrhere they are constant,
are erril)loyed in the above equation. I n phloroglucinol it is seen that
the values go on changing rapidly from the very beginning. showingtitration of both groups simultancously. By taking- the valuc of
Kf = 3.6 X 10-"nd
I<; = 1.6 x
the ionic concentration of
di-salt fottncd is calciilated as given in Table I11 for this substance.
T h e new values of K: and K; hare been obtained by the method of
successive approximation. 'The values of K: and K; are fairly concordant.
T h e ionic strength f ~ , corresponding t o various ionic concentrations, is equal to one half the sunl of each ion molality present in the
solution, multiplied by the square of its valence (Lewis and Ranclall,
Tizcrmocl?:~~a.9~zic.r,
1923,pp. 373 and 428j. I n the first part o i titration
p = (2J - 1 . 2 CI-I) /2 and for the second part p = (4J - ZMH,a,l f
4CfI)/Z. The values of P calculated according to the equations are
given in Table I1 for each acid.
Burton, Hammer and Acree (Tour. R ~ t r e ~ zofc Stmzdards, 1936,
16, 575) have taken the value of p in the first half of the titration as
( 2J i-3CT-1) 12 and during- the second half as (45 - 2Mx3,, i-5CH)/2.
They have evidently taken the concentration of sodium ion as equal
to J f CII, which should he equal to J, the concentration of added
alkali, since thc salts are completely dissociated. The values of K:, K;
and K;, K; calculated according to the method outlined, are given
jn Table TT for each acid.

Moles
NsO H
per mole
ac~d

oonc: of

N a salts

x lo4

0 .OOOO
.0741
.I482
.2224
,2965
.3706
.4418
.8189
.5930
.6A71
.7412
,8154
.8595
.9636
1.0377
1.1119
1.1860
1.2601
1.3342
1.4083
1.4828
1.6566
1.6307
1.7048
1.7790
1.8531
1 .W270
2.0013
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Sloichiometricd concentrations rirex7a~lin(r
?nt h r titration of 200 c.c.
of 0.006724 M renorcmol by 0.1057 N iorliurn hydroxide

Moles
NbOli
per mole
rcsoro~nol
0 .0000
.0786
.I572
-2358
,3144
,3950
-4716

TABLE
11.
&st

Data for t h e titrat~nn.

Eq~uvelentof Sodlurn Hydrox~de.

Xolc~
NaOIl
per mole
hydroqwnone

0.0000
.070:3

.I405
.a108
.2810

,3513
.4216
,5018

u i 0.003441

Mole;;
ZaOH
pcr mole
pyrogdlol

IT r,yrojisllol b?; 0.1057 N noilium hyrlrosidc.

ronc. of

R'a saltn
x 10"
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0 .o
1 .o
2 .o
3 .O
4.0
5.0
6 .O
7 .O
8.0
9.0
10 .o
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10.3

I
Second Equivalent of f
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I

10.4
10.5
11.0
12 .o
13.0
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15.0
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20 .o
20.4
20.6
20.8
21 .o

:entretions
loroglucinol
Moles
0.1017N
NaOH

0 .o

1.o

2 .o
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7 .o
8.0
9.0
10 .o
11 .o
12 .o
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
P

NaOH
per mole
phloro.
glucinol
0 .oooo
.I168
.2537
-3605
.4674
.5842
.7011
.8199
.9347
1.0516
1.1684
1.2853
1.4021
1.5190
1.6358
1.7526
1,8695
1.9863

J
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oanc. of
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x lo4

vading in the titration of 200 o o.
r0.1017NNeOH.
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NaOH

x

9

:b

I
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DISCUSSION.

In Figs. 1 to 4 the E. M . F . titration curves of various acid's are
shown along with the change of mole fraction of mono sodium salt.
Due to the strong hydrolysis after the carboxyl group is neutralized,
the change in the composition of the acid during the second half of
the titration does not strictly follow the curve given in the figures.

I t is seen from the results of dissociation constants that the values
of K: remain constant from 0.1 mole to 0.85 moles of added a!ka!i
and the small variations show that the value of the 'salt coefficient' B
is practically zero. The larger variations in the value of K: are due

to the large concentrations of salts, to the presence of t:vo salts with
unlike valence and to the strong hydrolysis in these regions.
The previous \-alues of the dissociation consonants of the various
~,henolsand the acids. along with those obtained in the present investigation, are given in the following table :-

-

Temp

Author

28"

30"
2.5'
100-

m-Hjdroxp bcnanio

noo

pH t,itl'ation curve
Conductivity

30"

pH titration onrvo
(>onductiv~ty

?5"
2:;"

nod

2.7"
28.5"

Gallic acid

26"

pFI Litrntion curve
Conductrvlty

28.5'

2.5'

Cnteohol

..

.

Resoroinol

..

.

30"
18"
30"
18"

pH t,itration curve
Conductivity
Do.

30"
18'

pR titratlon c u r r c
Uondnctlvity

30°

pH t ~ t r n t ~ ocurve
n

25'

Do.
(1) Brockman and Rllpatriok

(J0711,ilmer.

C'hem. Soc., 1934, 56, 1483).

(2) Abiohandmi and Jntknr (1958).

( 3 ) Thiel and Roemcr (25. Phy.&rl Chem., 1908, 63, 731, 744).
(4) Janlmes (Jow. Ohm. pity^^, 1933, 30, 556).
(5) smith end Jones (Amcr. Chem. Jow., 1913, 39, 50).
(6) Eahn snd Klookrnan (2.P6vsii;al Ohem., (A), 1931, 157, 206).
(7) Euler and Bolin (13. P h r i k a l Chem., 1909, 66, 71).
( 8 ) Walker (Ibid., 1900, 32, 137).
(9) Sunt,hankar and Jatkar (Thi* Journal, 1938, 21 A, 209).

Most of the authors have measured only the first dissociation
constant of the carboxylic acids and of di- and tri-hydroxy benzenes,

although the nature and influence o l the second 01-1 dissociatioll in
phenols and acids has been discussed by Thiel and Iioerner from rhc
col~ducto~llctric
titration curves. The values of 1<: obtained Ly various authurs do not agree. The differences a r e mainly due to the
neglect of interionic attraction corrections, and the assumption that
the sodiurn salts of these acids are not completely dissociated and
possess the same equivalent concluctance at equivalent concentrations
a s do the sodiurn salts of other dibasic and monobasic acids. The
values of Thiel and Rocmer are quite divergent from the values obtained in thc present papcr although the change observed in thc 01-der

of dissociation constants due to OH substitution in varic~uspositions,
is in the same clirection.
Pig. 5 shows the E.bl.F., C.C. and dE/tJr, c.c. cur\-cs for the
titration of gallic acid. T h e first dissoci:~tion constant calculated is
in fair agreement with the values of previous workers. The value of
the second dissociation constant obtained by Sunthanliar ancl jatliar
(lor. cit.'! is too high, a s they clicl not apply the corrections For hydrolysis. Thc differential curve shows the double inflection lor both the
first and the second dissociation constants. T h e distances between the
peaks increase at the second stage of fitration, which is still more
lxonounced at the third and the fourth stage, wl!ich a r e not shown
in the curve. This phenomena of the double peaks in the differential
titration rnrves has been shown by us to be due partly to hyrlrolysis
and 1,artlv to the formation of di-salt, whenever thc difference bet\<& the two ~Iissociationconstant, become sinall ( (-/. Tl'i~is/ a ~ l r i ~ n / ,
1938, 21A. 363).
Ccimparing the dissociation constants of hptlrosy siihstituterl
benztric acids with that of benzoic acid itsell, i t is obserx~c.rlthat the
introduction of 01-1 group in various ortho-, mcin- and pal-o-pnsitions increases the strength of the acid in the order nrtho > Ineta >
I3 > para. D i ~ i ~ancl
y Williams (Joztr. Ci~c$ir.Soc.. 1933, 188q)
have also observed the same order in methosy substituted benzolc
acids. 1'112 resonance between the cjuinonoiil and ordinary structure,
which will be espressecl by the structure
S*

will tend to reduce the strength of the para-substituted acids i c f .
Ingolcl, .Tow. Chew. Soc.. 1933, 1120). I n o ~ t k o -and mcta-acids,
there being no possibility of a quinonoid structure, the clissociation constants are affected by the dipole effects, which increase the xciclity,
the influence being maximum in 09-tho-positions. T h e increased
acidity of the ortho-substituted acid, can also be clue to the special
proximity of the sustituent group to the functiona.1 group, to such a n
estent that there is a diminished free rotation of the latter as pointed
.
Sac.. 1932, 54, ' 3043) and
out by Smallwood iJoztr. A ~ c TChenz.
Walcle (J. P h y . C J Z C ~1935,
.
39, 885).

.

The effect of OH substitution in various positions on the CO
frequencv in Raman effect has been studied by Kohlrausch (lor. c-it.).
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6.51 x 10-3
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I t is observed that a decrease in C=O frequency in ortlio- and
wzcta-positions corresponds to an increase in the dissociation constants.
The influence in para-position is apparently affected by the resonating structure of the acid.
T h e character of the OH dissociation in these acids is also interesting. This group is of weakly acidic nature in o~-tho-positio11,
while it is strong in vzeta- and para-position, the dissociation
constants being in the ordcr. gallic acid > para > tneta > ortho.
This b c h a v i o ~ ~
can
r be explained on the consideration of the proximity
of the two ionising groups, which tend to depress the ionisation of
the second group, because of the neg-atire charge developed on the
anion. T h e strong acid nature of hydroxyl group in gallic acid is due
to the p r n ~ i x ~ t i neffect
g
of the adjacent hycirosyl g r o ~ ~ p .
I n ph(~no!s,a11 the O H groups are similar but situated in different
positions. The order of K: in phenols is, phloroglucinol > pyrogall01 > catechol > resorcinol > hydroquinone > phenol.
Thc influence due to proximity of O H groups is thus very niarl.~ed,
except in phloroglucinol in which both O H groups titrate simultaneouslv a s already shown. The second dissociation constants of these
pl-~elio!~
fcrllow thc order: phloroglcicinol > resorcinol > pyrogallol >
hydroquinone > catechol. The mutual influence of OH group 111
various positions can be very well seen from the ratio K; / I<:
i ~ h i c h&Creases from catecho! to hyclrocluinone owing- to iIIcreasit1g
distance of the two groups.
.Pauling (loc.' cit.) has pointed out, that in catechol, the
attractitm of partially shielded proton (hydrogen atom with some
positive charge) by a negative atom, stabilizes the contigoration.
so that 0-Haxis is clirected towards the attracting atom with
collsequent weal~ening of the hydrogen boncl. This weak character of the 'hydrogen bond in catechol is also evident from its
dissociation constant which is more than that of phenol. PYogallol also shows a weak 0 - H bond, because of its resemblallce
in confislration to catechol (Wulf, Liddel and I-Telldricks. Ibid., 1936,

2287 3. A n attempt was made to find out if there was any relationship between the log K: / I<; and the molnl adsorption coefficient in
the inlra-red a t 6970 cm.-' - 7060 cm.-' for these c o n q ~ o n ~ ~
fiiven
ds
by LVulf and Liddel jlnc. cit.). The rcsults are given below:58,
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T h e adsorption band a t 7100 c m - ' has been identified by Wulf
and 1,iddel to be a harmonic o l OH frequency, the fmndamental of
which occurs a i 3500 an.-* I t has been shown by these authors that
the forination of a stron:; hydrogen bond leads to the extinction of
the absorption in 7000 cm.-l region, thus this extinction 111-oviclingan
important evidence of strong hydrogen bond.
It may however he pointed out that the disappearance of absorption peak a t 7050 cm.-I in cateclml and pyrogallol is accompanied by
the appearance of a peak a t 6970 c n l . ~ 'whicll is clue to thc weakness
of the OH bond in these compouncls and which is responsible i o r the
h i ~ l l e rvalues of the first dissociation constants.
If log I<: / I<: is plotted against the absorption coefficient of
the prominent absorption irequcncy, a straigkt line relationship is
obtained. From this it can be said that the height of the infra-red
absorption peak is a function of the distance and dipole effects oE two
hyr1rouyl croups which are directly measured by the ratio o f the two
dissociation constants. If (his relationship is talcen into account, the
infra-red molal absorption coefficient for phloroglucinol ought to be
very high in the region, 7000 cm-' T h e absorption data f o r l~hloroglucinol is however riot available.

SUMMARY.
'rl1e ~mientiometric titr,~iions of nvtlzo-. m c t a - and pcrm-hytlrovv
benzoic xrids, gallic acid and various di- and tri-hydroxy benzenes
by 0 . 1 N sodium hydrovide have been carried o ~ i tat 30" and the
primary and secondary dissociation constants calculated. Correction

for interionic attractions have been applied xvith the llelp of nebyeI-Iuckel Clieory. 'l'lie values of the hrst dissociatio~lconstarits for some
nL tiic p l ~ ( ~ oalrse of the same ilrclcr as obtained by Euler and Bolin.
'Ihc secc~nddissociation constants for all the substances have been
both the
cle~errninedf ( rthe first timc. I n the cake of pl~lorogluci~~ol
014 g r o u p s t i t r a t e simultancousiy. as the tn-(1 dissociation constants
a r e o i rhe same order. Tlie first and second dissociation constants of
pyrc)~-a!Lol2nd ~:hloro,qluci~~ol
Ixivc been determined lor the first time.
T h e effect of distance between the two ionising groups on the
dissociation constants is shown, not only by the marked changes in
the first dissociation constants but also more prominently by the ratjo
I(; / I<:. 'l'he orclcr of t11c iirst djssociation conslants is o > 9 2 ~>
PI > p in the hcnzoir acids, a n d pliloroglucinol > pyrogallol > catechol > resorcinol > hydroquimile in l-rydroxy hmzenes. The order
of t h e srcond tlissociatjori constants nf tiic benzoic acids is tile reverse
of that o f the first (lissociation constants.
.k straiylil line rciationship has been shun-n to exist between the
lorn I;;/ 1;; ;LIIC! the molnl absorption coefficimt in the inlra-red re,gion
a
& cm.-.',
~ for
~ phenols.
~
In catechol and pyrog;zllol the extinctio~lof
tile bantl at 70.50 cm.-' is accompanied by tlic appearance of a decreased
freclucncy :it 6970 csn-' which is due to thc weak OIL bond responsible For the increased first dissociation constant.

